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Getting Started With Fpm Bopf
Getting Started with FPM BOPF Integration (FBI) 3 Introduction Floor Plan Manager (FPM) enables
you as the application developer to create modification-free
Getting Started with FPM BOPF Integration (FBI)
This tutorial aims to provide you with the basic knowledge on how to create a simple FPM (Floor
Plan Manager) application UI based on a BOPF (Business Object Processing Framework) BO
(Business Object).
Getting Started with FPM BOPF Integration - SAP
Getting Started with FPM BOPF Integration 3 . BEFORE YOU START . Objectives . By the end of this
Getting Started, you will be able to: Create an FPM Application on top of a BOPF business object
Getting Started with FPM BOPF Integration
Hi all, I was assigned to a project as a web dynpro ABAP consultant. The project deals with the
transport management, SAP TM. In that i came across a Floor plan Manager (FPM) and Business
Object Processing Framework (BOPF) Intergration (FBI) .
How Floor plan Manager (FPM) and Business Object ...
By the end of this blog, you will be able to: Create an FPM Application on top of a BOPF business
object Configure the Application initial screen Configure a main screen with header section, Item
section, Text collection and Attachment section Configure the wire schema of the application The
application is based on the custom…
Integrate SAP FPM and BOPF | Technical Concepts in SAP
BOPF - Creating Delegate Node I have demonstrated how to create a delegate node (Text Collection
in our case) and have added records in the Text Collection, created a test report program to
demonstrate usage of helper class and retrieve by associations to retrieve the text contents, going
further we are consuming the Dependent BO in FPM.
BOPF - Creating Delegate Node - Blogger
Getting Started with Business Object Processing Framework By following the steps in above
document, I have covered below aspects: Create a business object, including the root node
Custom BOPF Business Object | Technical Concepts in SAP
An example of this is the Floorplan Manager BOPF Integration (FBI) framework which simplifies the
way that FPM feeder classes access BOPF nodes. Much of this will become clearer as we move on.
For now, suffice it so say that the BOPF provides us with a tremendous springboard for developing
business objects.
Navigating the BOPF: Part 1 – Getting Started | SAP Blogs
I have demonstrated how to create a delegate node (Text Collection in our case), also have created
a test report program to demonstrate usage of helper class and retrieve by associations to retrieve
the text contents, going further we are consuming the Dependent BO in FPM.
Creating Delegate Node | SAP Blogs
The upper layer is the UI layer where it can be FPM (BOPF is tightly integrated with FPM) or Fiori to
display the data. And then comes the Transaction layer which gets instantiated automatically
whenever we interact with the BO, low-level transaction handling like lock objects are handled by
the transaction layer.
Practical BOPF Overview for Beginners and ABAPers
I started working in SAP TM module (Version 8.1) 1 year back and we hardly find little help since we
started working on it. My past experience enforced me to publish this blog which I hope it will
definitely help developers to learn and understand how to retrieve the data by making use of
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Business objects based out in BOPF framework.
BOPF Overview and Report development using BOPF framework ...
Getting started with Floor Plan Manager (Web Dynpro for ABAP) By Pranav Nagpal, Infosys . What is
FPM? Floorplan Manager (FPM) is a Web Dynpro ABAP application that provides a framework for
developing new Web Dynpro ABAP application interfaces consistent with SAP UI guidelines
(Standard definition from SAP doc).
SAPTechnical.COM - Getting started with Floor Plan Manager
Hi JP, There are documents & blogs inside on BOPF, Please check the below link: BOPF Application
Framework. Also, go through the below links. Navigating the BOPF: Part 1 - Getting Started
BOPF - SAP Q&A
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